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Indian forces giving befitting response
to frustrated Pakistan: Guv
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: Jammu and Kashmir
Governor Satya Pal Malik on Saturday
said Indian forces are giving a befitting
response to Pakistan which is "frustrated" because it is not able to push "infiltrators".
Malik expressed happiness over the
successful conduct of Panchayat elections in the state and said despite
attempts by Pakistan and terrorists to
vitiate the atmosphere here there is
complete peace in the valley.
"Our forces are responding appropriately to any provocation but the news
does not come here. Pakistan is frustrated because it is not able to push infiltrators. It (Pakistan) was against the
Panchayat polls and is unhappy over its
successful conclusion," Malik told
reporters on the sidelines of a function
here.
Speaking on the martyrdom of an
Army Major and a soldier in an
Improvised Explosive Device (IED)
explosion along the Line of Control
(LoC) in Rajouri district on Friday, the
Governor said such acts demonstrate
Pakistan's frustration.
"Frustrated Sallahuddin (Supremo of
Hizbul Mujahideen in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir) asked terrorists to do

Governor Satya Pal Malik speaking during
an event at Jammu.
something but they failed as the forces
with the help of people, who are supporting us, foiled their plans. There is complete peace in the valley," he said.
On the resignation of IAS officer Shah
Faesal and his plan to join politics, the
governor said had Faesal continued in
government service it would have been
good as he had taken the oath of service.
However, the governor wished Faesal
well.

According to an official spokesperson,
the Governor later said that Shah Faisal
was an efficient and dedicated officer
who rendered his services with great
zeal and enthusiasm for the welfare of
the state and its people particularly
belonging to weaker sections of the society. In case he would continue his services as an IAS officer he could serve the
people of society in a better way. As far
as his feelings about Kashmiris are concerned he could be posted in the region
for extending his fullest support in ameliorating the poverty and creating job
opportunities for the youth of the valley
so that people would be prosperous and
would lead a better life.
Terming the decision to join politics by
Shah Faisal as his personal, Governor
observed he could have done better even
otherwise. He (Shah Faesal) has to consult the youth to know their aspirations
and try to create a new platform for the
redressal of problems and grievances of
youth.
Governor said Dr. Shah Faesal could
deliver better as an officer rather than
as a politician.
He, however, observed that it is not
necessary for him to suggest Shah
Faesal what he has to do in future even
though his
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BJP ever-ready for election, others
hide behind 'boycott': Dr Jitendra
election unfavourable for
them.
Speaking to media persons
after the conclusion of the
two-day BJP National
Council meeting here, Dr

 STATE TIMES NEWS

NEW DELHI: Hitting out
at
Congress,
National
Conference (NC) and other
parties, which are accusing
BJP of trying to delay the
Assembly
elections
in
Jammu and Kashmir, Union
Minister
of
State
(Independent
Charge)
Development of North
Eastern Region (DoNER)
and MoS PMO, Dr Jitendra
Singh said here on Saturday
that BJP is one party which
is ever-ready for any election
at any time, while it is the
others who hide behind the
'boycott' call when they are
unable to face the heat of
election or find the timing of

Two terrorists killed in
Country has to decide what kind
of 'Pradhan Sevak' it wants: Modi encounter with security forces
 AGENCY

NEW DELHI: Launching
his campaign to return to
power, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Saturday
said the country has to
choose its next "Pradhan
Sevak" between an honest
man working hard, and those
who are on vacation when
needed at home and are corrupt.
In the concluding address
at the BJP national convention, Modi was unsparing in
attacking his rivals, especially the Congress, saying they
are joining hands as they
want a "Majboor" (helpless)
government to do corruption
while people want a
"Majboot" (strong) government that the only BJP can
give.

He ridiculed the likely
grand alliance of opposition
parties as a "failed experiment in Indian politics", saying a campaign to give publicity to this idea is on.
The fear of "Chowkidar"
(watchman), a reference like
'Pradhan Sevak' he often
uses to describe himself, and
his campaign against black
money and corruption have
led to a churn in politics, he
said.
Rivals are uniting against

If voted to power, NC will
establish commission to probe
killings in J&K: Farooq
 STATE TIMES NEWS

SRINAGAR:
National
Conference (NC) President
Farooq
Abdullah
on
Saturday said if his party is
elected to power with
a majority in the
upcoming Assembly
elections, it would
establish a Truth and
Reconciliation
Commission to probe
killings in Jammu
and Kashmir.
He also asserted that
Kashmir is fundamentally a
political problem and only
reconciliation and dialogue
within the state as well as
with Pakistan can afford a

way forward.
Farooq Abdullah, a member of Parliament from
Srinagar
Lok
Sabha
Constituency, was speaking
to reporters on the
sidelines of a party
function in Anantnag
District of south
Kashmir.
He said his son and
NC Vice President
Omar Abdullah had
already spoken about the
need to establish a Truth and
Reconciliation Commission
in the state. "He (Omar) has
already asked for it. We hope
that God brings our
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Hundreds of stranded passenger
vehicles cleared despite snowfall

Air traffic resumes at Srinagar Airport
 STATE TIMES NEWS

BANIHAL: Over 500 passenger vehicles were cleared
on Saturday despite snowfall which disrupted traffic
on the Jammu-Srinagar
National Highway, the only
all-weather road linking
Kashmir with rest of the
country, officials said.
The traffic on the 270-km
highway was suspended
around 11:00 AM as a precautionary measure due to
slippery conditions between
Shaitani Nallah and Verinag
zig, leaving hundreds of
Srinagar-bound
vehicles

stranded,
the
Deputy
Superintendent of Police,
Traffic National Highway,
Pardeep Singh Sen, told
PTI.
However, over 500 passenger vehicles which were left
stranded between Banihal
and Ramban were allowed to
move towards Srinagar later
in the day after authorities
pressed men and machines to
clear the snow which had
accumulated on the ground
around Jawahar Tunnel the
gateway to Kashmir Valley.
High altitude areas
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one person, he said.
Modi's remarks came on a
day the Samajwadi Party
and the BSP, bitter rivals for
over two decades, announced
in Lucknow their alliance for
the Lok Sabha elections
against the saffron party.
In his over 80-minute-long
speech, the Prime Minister
spoke at length about his
development agenda, made a
brief mention of the Ram
Temple issue blaming the
Congress for delaying its resolution and projected his
rivals as "corrupt" against his
government's
"spotless"
record in office.
He claimed that for the
first time in the country's
history, there has not been
any charge of
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 STATE TIMES NEWS

SRINAGAR: Two terrorists
were on Saturday killed in an
encounter with security
forces in Jammu and
Kashmir's Kulgam district,
police said.
Security forces launched a
cordon and search operation
in Katpora area in south
Kashmir's Kulgam district
this evening after receiving
specific information about

the presence of terrorists
there, a police official said.
As the forces were conducting the searches, the terrorists fired upon them. The
forces retaliated, ensuing an
encounter in which two terrorists were killed, he said.
Arms and ammunition were
recovered from the encounter
site, the official said, adding
that no collateral damage
has been reported.

Jitendra Singh was commenting on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's valedictory
address, in which the latter
had referred to the boycott of
the recently held Urban

Local Body elections by certain political parties in
Jammu and Kashmir. It is
strange, said Dr Jitendra
Singh that the leaders
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